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an election
election within
person may make such
within 3 months beginning with
with the
the
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and any
any election
election so
so made
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effect as if
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the
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in the
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2.
Omitregulation
regulation6(2),
(3)and
6(2),(3)
(a).
and(4).
2. Omit
3.
regulation77—
3. InInregulation
(a)
(2), omit
omit the
"or(c)"
the words
words from
from"or
(c)!, onwards;
(a) in
in paragraph
paragraph (2),
onwards;
(b)
(11Xb), omit
"(4) or"
omit"(4)
or"
(b) in
in paragraph
paragraph (11)(b),

4.
regulation
10(2),omit
omitsub-paragraph
sub-paragraph(b).
(b).
4. InInregulation
10(2),
5.
regulation11
11—
5. InInregulation
(a)
(1)(a), omit "in
(a) in
in paragraph
paragraph (1)(a),
"in employment
employment in a capacity mentioned in
in Part
Part 22 or
or 33 of
of
Schedule
Schedule 2,";

(b)
(2) and
and (3);
(3);
(b) omit
omit paragraphs
paragraphs (2)
(c)
(11), in
(c) in
in paragraph
paragraph (11),
in the
the definition
definition of
of "opted-out
"opted-out employment",
employment", in
in paragraph
paragraph(b)
(b) omit
omit
"(4)
(i).
"(4)or",
or",and
andomit
omit sub-paragraph
sub-paragraph (i).

6.
Omitregulation
regulation 12(8).
12(8).
6. Omit
7.
regulation 13
13 —
7. InInregulation
(a)
forparagraph
paragraph(2)(a)
(2)(a)substitute
substitute —
(a) for
"(a)
"(a) itit is
is an
an independent school registered under
under section
section 42
42 of the Education
Education Act";
Act,";
1 1974
1

1974 c.27
c.27
44

(3);
(b) omit
omit paragraph
paragraph (3);
(b)
(2Xa)";
"paragraph(2)(a)";
(3)" substitute
in paragraph
paragraph (6)(c),
for "paragraPh
"paragraph (3)"
substitute "paragraph
(6)(c), for
(c) in
(c)
"1986";
"orisisthe
subject"toto"1986";
thesubject"
in paragraph
paragraph (6)(e),
from"or
(d) in
(6)(e), omit
omit the
the words
wordsfrom
(d)
(e) for
for paragraph
paragraph 6(f)
6(f) substitute
substitute —
(e)
-

comPany—
theestablishment
establishment isisaacompany
"(f) where
proprietorofofthe
theproprietor
where the

(i)
(Ð

proposal for
for aa composition
composition or
or arrangement
arrangement has
has been
been made
made or
or approved in
aa proposal
1931 (an
Act 1931
the Companies
Companies Act
152 of
of the
section 152
relation to the company under
under section
relation
Act of
of Tynwald)1,
Tynwald) 1,
Act

(ii)
(ii)

hasbeen
been
order has
winding-up petition
been presented, aa winding-up order
petition has been
aa winding-up

in relation
relation
has been
been passed
passed in
for voluntary winding-up has
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Act, or
of that
that Act,
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V of
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for the
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comPany under
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offthe
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struckoff
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of the
the
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or section
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3194 of
273 or
or 319A
section273
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Tynwald)2."
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2006 (an Act of Tynwald)
Act 2006
Companies Act

8.
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Omitregulation
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8.Omit
9.
15—
9.InInregulation
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section122
"school teacher
forthe
thepurposes
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(a)
(6),for
for "school
teacherfor
paragraphs (1)(a)
(1)(a) and
and(6),
(a) in paragraphs
school
orspecial
specialschool
schoolor
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substitute "teacher in aa provided
provided school,
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2002" substitute
Act)";
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of the
the meaning

"payorder"
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for"pay
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(in the
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(b)
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of the
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(b) in
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17.
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Omitregulation
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substitute"Part
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12.
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13.
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Act2000
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3t 2006
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2006 c,21
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222006
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55

"registered" substitute
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regulation31(1),
31(1),for
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substitute"approved"
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14.
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regulation32(5),
"section150(5)
32(5),for
for"section
150(5)ofofFA
FA2004"
2004" substitute
"thePension
substitute"the
15.
PensionSchemes
SchemesAct
Act
1,993",
1993".
L6.Omit
Omitregulations
regulations33
33and
34.
and34.
16.
77.InInregulation
regulation35(1),
"aregistered"
35(1),for
"an approved",
for"a
registered" substitute
substitute "an
17.
approved", and
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"andtoto
omit"and
regulation 36
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36(acceptance
of bulk
bulktransfer
transfervalues)".
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regulation
18.Omit
Omitregulation
regulation36.
36,
18.
19.Omit
Omitregulation
regulation40(9)(b)
(c)and
a0(9)(b)and
and(c)
(10).
and(10).
19.
20.Omit
Omitregulation
regulation41(1)(i).
al(1)(ï).
20.
21,.Omit
Omitregulation
regulation 44.
44.
21.
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regulation47(2)(b),
47(2)(b),omit
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TUPEtransferee".
22.
transferee".
23.InInregulation
regulation48
48—
23.
-

(a) in paragraph
paragraph(1),
(1), for
for the
thewords
wordsfrom
from",",isisaaUK
UK "" onwards
onwardssubstitute
(a)
substitute"or
"orisisa aUK
uK
with NPA
NPA60
60 and
and NPA
NPA 65
rights";
65 rights";
transferee with
(b) in paragraph
paragraph(2)(a),
(2)(a), for
for the
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words from
from",",isisaaUK
UK "" onwards
onwards substitute
(b)
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withNPA
NPA60
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(3)(c).
(c)
24.InInregulation
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49(1)(a),for
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from",",isisaaUK
24.
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52.
25.
26.Omit
Omitregulation
regulation 54(9).
54(9).
26.
27.InInregulation
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27.
57 —
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(a) in
(5), after sub-paragraph
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insert "and",
"and", and omit
(a)
in paragraph (5),
sub-paragraph (a)
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words from
from "and
"and
(c)"
(c)" onwards;
onwards;
(b)
(13Xb), for "an order made
made under
(b) in
undersection
in paragraph
paragraph (13)(b),
section122
122of
ofEA
EA 2002"
2002" substitute
substitute "a
"a
determination under
undersection
section6(3)
6(3) of
of the
the Education
EducationAct",
Act", and
"school".
andomit
omit"school".

28.
regulation59(3),
59(3),for
for"an
"anorder
ordermade
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28. InInregulation
EA 2002" substitute
undersection
section122
122ofof.EA2002"
substitute "a
"a
determination
undersection
section6(3)
"school".
6(3) of
of the
theEducation
EducationAct",
determination under
Act", and
andomit
omit"school".

29.
regulation 62
62—
29. InInregulation
-

(a)
(3);
(a) omit paragraph
paragraph (3);
(b)
(7), omit the definition of "permitted
"permitted maximum".
(b) in
in paragraph
paragraph (7),
maximum".
30.
regulation 63
63—
30. In[nregulation
(a)
in
(1Xb), for
"Tynwald", and for
(a) in paragraph
paragraph (1)(b),
for "Parliament"
"Parliament" substifute
substitute "Tynwald",
"council tax"
for "council
tax"
"rates";
substitute
substitute "rates'';

(b)
(2)(a);
(b) omit
omit paragraph
paragraph (2)(a);

(c)
(c)

in
(8), omit the definition
"local authority".
definition of
of "local
in paragraph
paragraph (8),
authority".

31.
Omit regulation
regulation 66(3).
66(3).
31. Omit
32.
regulation 93
93—
32. InInregulation
66

(a) in paragraph (4)(c),
"Parliament" substitute
"counciltax"
(4)(c), for
andfor
for"council
for "Parliament"
substitute"Tynwald",
"Tynwald",and
(a)
tax"
"rates";
substitute "rates";
substitute

(b) omit paragraph
(6).
(b)
paragraph (6).

33.Omit
Omitregulation
regulation 108.
108,
33.
"L982(an
34.InInregulation
"1.870"substitute
(anAct
regulation111,
L1L,for
for"1870"
substitute"1982
Actof
ofTynwald)".
Tynwald)",
34.

3s.Omit
Omitregulation
regulation119(4)(a),
(6Xa) and
(8)(d).
119(4)(a)(6)(a)
35.
and(8)(d).
36.InInregulation
regulationl22
36.
122 —
-

(a) in paragraph
(1), omit
"infavour
"dependant";
paragraph (1),
the words
from"in
favourofof""to
to"dependant";
(a)
omit the
words from
(b) omit paragraph
(2).
paragraph (2).
(b)
37.Omit
Omitregulations
123and
37.
regulations 123
124.
and124.
38.InInregulation
regulationl2S(2),
substitute "public
"public auditor".
for "Comptroller
"Comptroller and
and Auditor
Auditor General"
General" substitute
38.
125(2), for
auditor".
39.InInregulation
"or statutory
regulation131(1)(g),
131(1)(g), omit
omit"or
statutory pay"
39.
pay"
a0. (1)In
40.
(1)In Schedule
Schedule 1L

(a) omit
"CA2006",
omit the
thedefinitions
definitionsofof"CA
2006","F,A1996","F.A2002",
"FA 2004",
"IA 1986",
(a)
2004", "IA
1986", "NHSA
"NHSA
"EA 1996", "EA 2002", "FA
"SVGA 2006",
"COBISEC", "education
2006", "SVGA
2006", "NHSWA 2006",
2006", "Academy",
"Academy", "COBISEC",
"education functions",
functions",
"function provider", "permitted
"publicsector
"permitted maximum",
maximum", "public
TUPE transferee"
sector TUPE
transferee"(and
(and
"function
related
"registered
"specified
definitions),
pensionscheme",
scheme", "specified country
country service"
service" and
related definitions), "registered pension
and
"transfer of undertakings";

(b) at the appropriate
appropriate places
places in
in alphabetical
alphabeticalorder
insert—
(b)
orderinsert
(in relation
approved (in
relation to
to aa
pension scheme)
scheme)
pension

undersection
section22of
of the
the Income
Income Tax
approved under
Tax
Benefit Schemes)
Schemes)Act
Act1978
7978(an
(an Act
(Retirement Benefit
Actofof
Tynwald)11
Tynwald)

Act
Education Act
Education Act
Act 2001
2001 (an Act of Tynwald)
Tynwald)z2
the Education
(c) the following
following definitions
(c)
definitions are
are modified
modifiedasasfollows
follows—
leave
adoption leave

"the same meaning as in the Paternity and
for "the
and
2002" substitute
Adoption Leave
Leave Regulations
Regulations 2002"
substitute"leave
"leave
under section
section 95
95 or
96 of
of the
the Employment
Employment Act
under
or 96
Act2006
2006
Tynwald) ""
(an Act of Tynwald)

scheme
club scheme

"Channel Islands
for "Channel
Islandsor
omit "registered", and for
orthe
the
"United Kingdom or the
Isle of
of Man"
Man" substitute
substitute "United
Islands"
Channel Islands"

British scheme
scheme
comparable British

"Isleof
for "England and
and Wales"
Wales" substitute
substitute"Isle
ofMan"
Man"

comparable United
United
comparable
Kingdom scheme

England and
andWales"
omit "outside England
Wales"

further education

meaninggiven
for "the meaning
1996"
givenininsection
section2(3)
2(3)ofofEA
F.A1996"
"continuing education
education within
substitute "continuing
within the
the meaning
meaning
32(Z) of
oÍ the Education
EducationAct".
of section 32(2)
Act".•
.

higher education

EducationReform
Reform Act
for " section 120(1) of
of the Education
Act

7978 c.9
c.9
1| 1978
220O7
c.33
2 2001 c.33

77

1988" substitute
"section31(2)
1988"
substitute"section
31(2) of
of the
theEducation
EducationAct".
Act".

local authority
authority
local

for paragraphs
(a)toto(e)
paragraphs(a)
(e)substitute
for
"exceptininrelation
substitute"except
relation
to
to functions
functions under
underthe
theEducation
EducationAct,
Act,a alocal
local
authoritywithin
authority
withinthe
themeaning
meaningofofthe
theLocal
Local
GovernmentAct
Government
Act1985
(anAct
1985(an
Actof
ofTynwald)'"
Tynwald)t"

maternityleave
leave
maternity

"within the
for "within
for
themeaning
meaning of
of the
theMaternity
Maternityand
and
Parental Leave
Parental
Leaveetc.
etc.Regulations
Regulations1999"
1.999" substitute
substitute
"under section
"under
section79
79or
or81
81,of
of the
theEmployment
EmploymentAct
Act2006
2006
(an Act
Act of
(an
of Tynwald)"
Tynwald)"

non-pensionable family
family
non-pensionable
leave
leave

omit the
the words
(b)" onwards
omit
wordsfrom
from"and
"and (b)"
onwards

parental leave
leave
parental

"within the
for "within
for
themeaning
meaning of
ofPart
Part33of
ofthe
theMaternity
Matemity
and Parental
ParentalLeave
and
Leaveetc.
etc.Regulations
Regulations1999"
1999" substitute
substitute
"under
section84
"under section
84or
or85
85 of
of the
theEmployment
EmploymentAct
Act2006
2006
(an Act of
(an
of Tynwald)"
Tynwald)"

paternity leave
leave
paternity

for "the meaning in the Paternity and
and Adoption
Adoption
Leave Regulations
Regulations 2002"
2002" substitute "leave
"leave under
under
90 or
section 90
or 91
9L of
of the
the Employment
EmploymentAct
Act2006
2006(an
(anAct
Act
of Tynwald)"

scheme managers

"Minister of
omit "Minister
of the Crown
Crown or
or other"
other"

special school
special

"337 of EA 1996"
"59 of the
for "337
for
substitute "59
1996" substitute
the Education
Education
Act".

(in the
the
transfer value (in
context of payment of
of aa
transfer value)

omit "or regulation 33
33 (payment of
of bulk
bulk transfer
transfer
values)"

transfer
(in the
transfer value (in
context of acceptance of
of aa
transfer value)

omit "or regulation 36
(acceptance of
36 (acceptance
of bulk transfer
transfer
values)"

4L.
Part1 1ofofSchedule
Schedule2
41. InInPart
2—
(a)
to 77 and
and 99 to
1.4;
(a) omit paragraphs 2,2, 44 to
to 14;
(b)
(c), after "school" insert "or
(b) and
(b) in
in paragraph
paragraph 1, in sub-paragraphs
sub-paragraphs (b)
and (c),
"or
college";
college";

(c)
(c)

in
in paragraph
paragraph 3, omit
omit the words from "(other than"
than" onwards;

(d)
substitute —
(d) for
for paragraph
paragraph 88 substitute
42,
"8. Teacher
Teacher employed
employed in
in aa children's home (within
(within the
42. "8.
the meaning
meaning of
of the Children
Children and
and
Young
Young Persons
Persons Act 2001
2001 (an
(an Act
Act of
of Tynwald)2.",
Tynwald) 2.".
43.
Omit Parts
Parts 22and
and3
of Schedule 2.
43. Omit
3 of

44.
Schedule 55 —
44. [In
flnSchedule
45.
45.

(a)
(a) In
In Schedule
Schedule 6 —
-

11985 c.24
1 1985 c.24
2 2001 c.20
2 2001 c.20

88

(a) in paragraph (1)(b), for "section 150(5) of FA 2004" substitute the Pension Schemes
Act 1993";
(b) omit Part 3.
46. In Schedule 7 —
(a) in paragraph 4(1), omit or Condition B";
(b) omit paragraph 4(3) to (6).
47. In Schedule 8 —omit paragraph 1(2)(f).
48, In Schedule 9 —omit paragraph 6(f).
49. Omit Parts 2 and 3 of Schedule 10.
50. In Schedule 11 —
(a) in paragraph 3(a) omit the definition of "civil partner"
(b) omit paragraphs 12 and 21;
(c) in paragraph 5, omit "or 33"

Article 5.
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE 3
ELECTIONS UNDER THE
REGTILATIONS
ELECTIONS
THT APPLIED REGULATIONS
Reference

Títle
Title

Prwisions
Provisions

Si 2010/990

Teachers' Pensions
Pensions
Teachers'
Regulations 2011
2011

19,25,
Regulations
10, 19,
25,
Regulations9,9,10,
20111
[1st
January 2011]
[1st ]anuary
57,
73, 116 and
137.
57,73,1'1.6
andl37.
Schedule 4.
4.

9

Date

6.
Article 6.

SCHEDULE 4
2OO7 ORDER
AMENDMENT
AMENDMENT OF
OF 2007
199812255,5119971607,57
799713001.,
relating
entries relating
to losf
SI 1997/3001,
SISI1998/2255,
SI 1997/607, SI
1.. In Schedule
1.,omit
theentries
Schedule 1,
omitthe
1.
SI 2006/2214.
20061221'4.
20001 6,65, SI
Sl 2006/736
20061736 and
2000/665,
SI 2005/3198,
2005/3198, SI
and SI
20041587,SI
Sl 2004/587,

2. In Schedule
2.
Sehedule 22—
(a) omit Parts
74 and
Parts 4,
4, 5,
10, 12,
72, 13,
73, 14
and.L5;
7, 10,
15;
5,7,
(a)
(b) in Part 17,
69(c) substitute
substitute—
17, for
for paragraph
paragraph 69(c)
(b)
-

"(c)

"(c)

4."
Schedules 33 and
and 4."

EXPLANATORY NOTE
EXPLANATORY
(This note is not
pørt of the
the Order.)
Arder.)
nat part
(This

Isle of
modificationsthe
Teachers'
of Man
Man with
with modifications
theTeachers'
This Order applies
applies to
to the
the Isle
Teachers' Pensions
Pensions
Pensions Regulations 2010,
2010, which replaced the
Pensions
the Teachers'
The Order
replacesthe
theTeachers'
Teachers'
Regulatíor.:rs 1997
Orderreplaces
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